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The US Mat Exposes Abuse By State Driver License Reciprocal Regulators

Inter state drivers license reciprocal agreements between states is not well known by most
Americans. A lead story entitled "StuckIn The Reciprocal Drivers License Matrix"appearing in
the internet publication theusmat.com is of a 71 + year old Wisconsin resident and voter, sole
care giver to stroke victim brother in a rural Wisconsin area who was miss reported as an
Illinois resident in a 1987 non accident dui by the local district attorney

(PRWEB) August 30, 2003 -- August, 2003 -- Stuck in the Driver License reciprocal matrix is a true verifiable
story The US Mat relates the attempts since then to get a drivers license that has been unsuccessfull The road
blocks and miss-information and even verbal abuse handed out by both the Illinois Secretary of State and the
Wisconsin Department of Transportation the two inter state reciprocal regulators involved.

The county DA who ignored the judges instruction to correct this misreporting, the Illinois Secretary of State
who refuses to surrender its juristiction, the Wisconsin Departmet of Transportation not disclosing or partially
disclosing information he recived while attempting to legally drive which is a necessity in this rural area.

The article takes issue with the way state drivers license
regulators use their power claiming parseing out of information or often offering miss information and
diliberately delaying the issuance of a license exceeding court direction and intent because of their status as a
regulator.

It also cites examples of excess in its law clerks quiz that most don't know about and should be addressed by
legislation.

The dot com publication known as The US Mat published by a former Chicago weekly editor and poet L.J.
Keslin is seeking similar stories with the hopes of setting up a class action suit and welcomes imput from
lawyers for getting corrective inter-state legislative corrective action and hopefully legal redress for the
individual involved in the story.
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Contact Information
Lee J Keslin
http://http:www.theusmat.com

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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